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The height at which perpetual snow is found at different parts of tlie 
earth's surfme, haa become an object of enquiry, not only as a mere 
physical fact, but as a phenomenon intimately connected with the dis- 
tribution of heat on the globe. In M. Humboldt's efforts to throw tlie 
light of his knowledge on this question, he has, when treating of the 
Hiitihya, been unfortunately led much astray by the very authorities 
on whom he placed most r e l i c e  ; and his conclusions, though in part 
correct, cannot lay claim to any pretension to exactness. Tlint lie wns 
indeed himself conscious of the deficiencies in the evidence before him, 
is manifest from his ending his clisquisitoin by a declaration, that it 
was necessary, " de rectifier de nouveau et par des mesures bien prdcises 
dont tout le &tail hypsomu'trique soit public!, ce qui reste de douteux 
m u  la hauteur comparative des deux pentes de 1' Himalaya, sur I' influ- 
ence de r&vc!rbdration du plateau tubdtain, et sur celle que I'on suppose 
an courant &endant de l'air chaud des plaines de l'lnde. C'est 
nn travail B recommencer" (Asie Centrule, T. 3, p. 323). Men of 
ecience will still long have to regret that this illustrious traveller was 
prevented from visiting tlie east ; Englishmen alone need remember 
that he was prevented by them. 

The result of M. Humboldt's investigations on the position of the 
suow line in this part of the IIimalnya is thusgiveii by llimsclf :-".Tlie 
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limit of perpetual snow on the southern declivity of the Himalaya chain 
is 2030 toises (13,000* feet English) above the level of the sea ; on the 
northern declivity, or rather on the peaks which rise above the Tartarian 
plateau, this limit is 2600 toises (16,600 ft.), from 3# to 320 of Lati- 
tude, while under the equator in the Andes of Quito it is 2470 toises 
(15,800 ft.). I have deduced this result from the collection and com- 
bination of many data furnished by Webb, Gerard, Herbert, and BLoor- 
croft. The greater elevation to which the snow line recedes on the 
Thibetian declivity is the result conjointly of the radiation of heat from 
the neighbouring elevated plains, the serenity of the sky, and the infre- 
quent formation of snow in very cold and dry air" (Coanos. fiw. 

T. 1. p. 363. Note 5). 
The portion of the Himblaya to which allusion has most generally 

been made, in treating of the snow line, is that which liea between the 
north-western frontier of Nipfl and the river Sutlej, and it is solely to 
this part of the chain that my remarks are intended to apply. It  ex- 
tends from about the 77th to the 81st degree of east longitude, and ib 
entire breadth, from the plains of India on the south, to the p l h  of , 

Tibet on the north, is about 120 miles. The mountains on which per- 
petual snow ia found, are confined within a belt of about 35 mila in 
width, running alonz the northern boundary of the chain, and they all 
lie bekeen the 30th and 32nd degree of north latitude. 

If we now examine the strncture of the mountains more closely (ride I 

sheeta 47, 48, 65, and 66 of the Indian Atlas), we shall find that from 
the sources of the Touse, (Long. 78O 309, to those of the KBli (Long. 
81° 03, a space which includes the provinces of G a r h d  and Knmaon, 
all the great rivers, viz. the BhBgirati, Vihnd-gsnga, Dauli (of Niti), 
Qori, Dauli (of Darma) and Kbli, run in directions not far from perpen- 
dicular to the general direction of the Himdaya. Further, that they 
are separated one from another by great transverse ranges, on which 1 
the highest of the measured peaks of this region are to be found. It 
wil l  also be seen that the sources of these riverst are in the main water- 
rhed of the chain, beyond which a declivity of a few miles leads- 

* The reduction of tobeti into Englieh feet ir every when given to the nand 
hundred only. 
t I mean the moat dirtant wurcrc of the tributaries, for mveral of the r iven  thr 

1 lure mentioned, nominally end in glacien to the routh of the water-abed. 
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b the pbins of Tibet. A line dram through the great peaks wil l  be 
dm& pardlel to the wrter-shed, but abont 30 miles to the south of it. 

To the west of the Touee the arrangement of the drainage is very 
d&mt. From the source of this river an unbroken ridge extende to 
the Sotlej, almost on the prolongation of the line of the great eastern 
palu, but more nearly east and weat. On this range, which separates 
Kdwar from the more southern parta of Bissehir, and which, as it 
hrs hitherto received no distinctive name, I shall call the Biesehir range, 
re the Upin, Gumis, Buren& and ShBt61 passes ; and no perpetual 
i ~ a r  is to be found further south among these. western mountains. To 
the north of this range and almost parallel to it, run eeveral othem of 
comewhat greater altitude, between which the streams of eastern Ku- 
dm flow into the Sutlej, from S. E. to N. W., nearly parallel b the 
rpp, and perpendicular to the lower part of the course of that river. 

If m now follow two travellers into Tibet, one from Kumaon or 
k h d ,  and the other from Simla or the western hiUe, we Ball be 
pnpued to find that the circumstance6 under which they will cross the 
mowy moantains wi l l  be very different. The former will proceed up 
the couree of one of the great rivers before alluded to, and wending 
the gorge, by which it breaks through the line of the great peaku, will 
pa uobserred the true muthern limit of the perpetual snow ; he will 

h e  the great peaks themselves far behind him, and will finally reach 
rbs watershed of the chain, where he may possibly for the fimt time 
6nd glaciers and snow. He will here crow straight into Tibet, from 
what dl appear to him the e o u t h ,  to what he will call the northern 
W i m t y  of the Him&l..ya.* 

The western traveller, on the other hand, will find almost at hie first 
dtp a snowy bamer drawn across his path, and he will naturally rup- 
pone that he crosses from the southern to the northern face of the snowy 
nnge, when he descends from the Shatdl or some neighbouring pass into 
the valley of Kuntiwar ; and in this idea he will probably be confirmed, 
by the total change of climate which he will perceive, and by his being 
.Me to penetrate to Shipke, the frontier village of Tibet in this quarter, 

This does not exactly apply to the p- urually croued between JuMr and 
Tibet, which will be mentioned more particularly hueafter. There il a psrr how- 
war, ths ' bsbrr , '  though from ib bulowr it u not wed, whiah r8ordr a direct 
mmmunl?rtian. 

2 ~ 2  
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without meeting any further obstacle on his road at all eom+le to 
that he haa passed, or perhaps even without again crowing snow.* 

Without waiting to enquire whether either of our travellers has in 
fact come to a just conclusion, it will be sufficient for my purpose to 
point out that they mean totally different things by their north and 
south declivities ; and it will be indeed surprising if they agree as to the 
position of the snow line. I t  is manifest therefore that before we rn 
expect to arrive at any correct results, we must get rid of the confusion 
caused by the ambiguity of the terms north and south declimty; tern 
which at the best are very ill adapted to conyep de6nite ideas of poi- 
tion in m vast and complicated a mass of mountains. In spite of evey 
care, they will constantly be liable to misconception, as muat always be 
the case where a restricted signification is arbitrarily applied, in a di 
cussion of this sort, to expressions which of themselves have an extend- 
ed general meaning.? 

As a substitute for thc declicities thcn, the best standard that o c m  
to me, to which to refer when alluding to the elevation of the mow- 
l i e  at any place, is the general mass of perpetual snow found on the 
more elevated parts of the HimQaya, the belt of perpetual mow, which 
as I before stated, is about 35 miles in breadth, and runs along the 
northern boundary of the chain. Instead of the height of the snow-line 
on the northern or eouthern declirity, I shall therefore say, the height 
at the northern or aouthern limit of the belt of perpetual snow, where 
the limits of the belt of perpetual snow, are to be understood as ha* 
exactly the same relation to the snowy surface in a h0l-l-ontalplane, 
that the anour-line has in a vertical. 

I t  remains for me to define clearly what is meant by the snore-line, 
and I cannot do better than adopt the words of M. Humboldt, who 
says, " the lower limit of perpetual snow in a given latitude is the 
boundary line of the snow which resists the effect of summer ; it is the 
highest elevation to which the snow-line recedes in the course of the 
whole year. We must distinguish between the limit thus defined, and 
three other phenomena ; viz. the annual fluctuation of the snow-line 8 

the phenomenon of sporadic falls of Snow, and the esistence of 
glaciers" ( C o r n .  !Pram. T. 1 .  p. 327). 

* The ordinary route lie8 up the bank of the Sutlej. 
t AB a specimen, vide Cayt. Hutton's papers noticed hereafter. 
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Having dispoaed of these preliminaries, which are essential to the 
proper apprehension of the subject, I shall proceed to examine the data 
from which the elevation of the snow-line is to be determined. In doing 
this it will I think be more convenient for me, both for the northern 
md southern limits, to explain fist  my own views, and &rwarde to 
follow M. Humboldt's authorities, and point out the errors into which 
they have fallen. 

1. Southern limit of the belt ofperpetual snow.-In this part of the 
IIimhya it is not, on an average of years, till the beginning of Decem- 
ber, that the snow-liue appears decidedly to descend for the winter. 
After the end of September indeed, when the rains are quite over, light 
frlb of snow are not of very uncommon occurrence on the higher moun- 
taios even down to 12,000 feet ; but their effects usually disnppear very 
quickly, often in a few hours. The latter part of October, the whole of 
November, and the beginning of December, are here generally cha- 
nderised by the beautiful serenity of the sky ; and it is at this season, 
on the aouthern edge of the belt, that the line of perpetual snow is seen 
to attain ita greatest elevation. 

The following are the results of trigonometrical measurements of the 
elevation of the inferior edge of snow on spurs of the TresGl and Nanda- 
devi groups of peaks, made before the winter snow had begun in No- 
vember, 1848.* 

Point 
Okened' 

These messuremenb make no pretension to accuracy, but are sufficiently good 
approximations for the pwpow for which they are intended. The heights are given 
u calculated from observations made both at  Almora and Binsar, to rhow in some 
degree what confidence may be attached to them. The heights of Almora and Bin- 
= ue,  on the authority of Capt. Webb's aurvey ; the distance of these plnces, which - 
k lued a s  the bnae from which to calculqte the several distances of the poin.ts ob- 
eerred, wan got from a map of trigonometrically determined stationa obtained from 
tbc Surreyor ~rnern i ' s  office. . 4 

No. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Height aa obwrved on face exposed to the East. Height on face 
/exposed to West 

From Almorah. From Binsu, 
(height 5586 ft.) (height 7969 ft.) Mean' 

16,599 feet. 
16,969 
17,186 
15,293 

observed from 
Almorah. 

16,767 feet. 
17,005 
17,185 
15,361 

16,683 feet. 
16,987 
17,185 
15,327 

15,872 feet. 

14,878 
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The pointa 1, 2, and 3, are on ridgee that run from the peakn Nos. 11 
and 12, in a S. Westerly direction. The dip of the strata being to the 
N. Eset, the faca expoeed to view from the south are for the moet part 
very abrupt, and mow never accumulates on them to any great extent. 

Thi in some measure will account for the height to which the snow is 
eeen to have receded on the eastern eipowree, that is upwards of 17,000 
feet. On the weetern exposures the ground is lese steep, and the snow 
ia seen to have been observed at a considerably leee elevation ; but it 
was in very small quantitiee, and had probably fallen lately, eo that I 
am inclined to think that its height, viz. about 15,000 feet, rather id+ 
cates the elevation below which the light autumnal falls of snow aere 
incapable of lying, than that of the inferior edge of the perpetual snow. 
I t  ia further to be understood, that below this level of 15,000 feet, the 
mountaim were deolutely withut mow, excepting those small isolated 
patches that are seen in ravines, or at the head of glaciers, which of 
course do not affect such calcnlations as these. On the whole thedon 
I consider that the height of the mow-line on the more prominent 
poinh of the southern edge of the belt, may be fairly reckoned at 

16,000 feet at the very leaat. 
' The point No. 4 was selected as being in a much more retired poi- 
tion than the others. I t  is situated not far from the head of the Pin- 
dur river, and lies between the peaks Nos. 14 and 15. I t  was quitefree 
from snow at 15,300 feet, and I shall therefore consider 15,000 feet 
the elevation of the snow-line in the re-entering angles of the chain. 

I conclude then, that 15,500 feet, the mean of the heights at the 
most and least prominent points, should be assigned as the mean eleva- 
tion of the mow-line at the southern limit of the belt of perpetual anow 
in Kumaon, and I conceive that whatever. error there may be in thie 
estimate, will be found to lie on the side of diminution rather than of 
exaggeration. 
This result appears to accord well with what has been obaerved on 

the Bisaehir range. The account given by Dr. Gerard of hi visit to 
the ShBt6l pass on this range, which he undertook expressly for tbe 
purpose of determining the height of the snow-line, contains the only 
definite information aa to the limit of perpetual snow at the southem 
edge of the belt, that is to be found in the whole of the published writ- 
ings of the Gerarda ; and the following is a short abstract of his obser- 
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ntiona Dr. Gerard reached the mmmit of the Shstdl pnss, the eleva- 
tion of wbich is 15,500 feet, on the 9th August 1822, and remained 
here till the 15th of the same month. He found the southern slope 
of the range generally free from snow, and he states that it is aometimee 
left without any whatever. On the top of the p w  itself there was no 
mow ; but on the northern slope of the mountain it lay as far down as 
h t  14,000 feet. On his arrival rain waa falling, and out of the four 
drys  of his stay on the pass, it either rained or snowed for the greater 
part of three. The fresh snow that fell during this time did not lie 
below 16,000 feet, and m e  of the more precipitous rocks remained 
dear men up to 17,000 feet.* 

The conclusion to which Dr. Gerard comes from these facts is, that 
the m-liqe on the southern face of the Bisaehir rungs is at 15,000 
h t  above the aea. Bat I ahould myeelf be more inclined from his 
(de01111t to d d e r  that 15,500 feet was nearer the truth ; and in this 
view I am confirmed by verbal accounts of the state of the passes on 
tht range, which 1 have obtained from persona of my acquaintance, 
rho hare croswd them m e w h a t  later in the year. The difference 
however is after all t r i f ig .  

Such is the direct evidence that can be otrered on the height of the 
line at the southern limit of the belt of perpetual snow, some 

lddittonal light may hohever be thrown on the subject generally, by 
my ahortly explaining the state in which I have found the higher parts 
of the monntaina, at the different seasons during which I have visited 
than. 

In the beginning of May, on the mountains to the east of the Rgm- 
pp river, near NBmik, I found the ground on the summit of the 

3bm in tke )aaIaya, T. 1. pp. 289-347. M. Hamboldt apparently inter- 
)ntr Dr. G m r d  a little too librally, when, with reference to Dr. G.'s stabment, 
thr I' Hans Bussan," a peak said to be 17,500 feet high, " had lost all its snow" and 
looked "quite black and dreaq," he asks, " Quelle pent Ctre la canre d'an phbno- 
d m  loal d extmrdiiaire ?" (Arie Centrole, T. 3. p. 318, note.) The extreme 

ammit of the peak of Nandldevi, which appears to be a perfect precipica for several 
tbollund f a t ,  in often in much the tame predicament of ' black and dreary,' and 
r u y  people u e  dimappointed with ita appeuancn for thin resoon, eontruting i t  
with the beaotitul pyramidal peak of No. 19 of Pinch-chili, which ia always entirelj 
mved wirb the pareat mow. 
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ridge called ChampwP, not only perfectly free from snow at an eleratio~ 
of 12,000 feet, but covered with flowers, in some places golden with 
Caltha and Rnnanculus polypetalus, in dthem purple with Primulua. The 
snow had in fact already receded to upwards of 12,500 feet, beyond 
which even a few little Gentians proclaimed the advent of spring. 

Towards the end of the mme month, at the head of the Pindur, near 
the glacier from which that river rises, an open spot on which I mnld 
pitch my tent could not be found above 12,000 feet. But here the 
accumulation of snow, which was considerable in all ravines even below 
11,000 feet, is manifestly the result of avalanches and drift. The sur- 
face of the glacier, clear ice aa well as moraines, was quite free from 
snow up to nearly 13,000 feet; but the &ect of the more retired posi- 
tion of the place in retardii  the melting of the anow, wss manifest 
from the less advanced state of the vegetation. During my stay at 
Pinduri the weather was very bad, and several inches of snow fell; but 
excepting where it had fallen on the old snow, it all melted off again in 
a few hours, even without the assistance of the sun's direct rays. On 
the glacier at 13,000 feet it had all disappeared 12 hours after it fell. 

On revisiting Pinduri about the middle of October, the change that 
had taken place was very striking. Now not a s i p  of mow was to be 
Been on any part of the road up to the very head of the glacier. A 
luxuriant vegetation had eprung up, but bad already almoet entirely 
perished, and its remains covered the ground as far as I went. From 
this elevation, about 13,000 feet, evident sip3 of vegetation could be 
seen to extend far up the less precipitous mountains. The place is not 
one at which the height of the perpetual snow can be easily estimated, , 
for on all rides are glaciers, and the vast accumulations of snow from 
which they are supplied, and these cannot always be readily distin- 
guished from snow in situ ; but as far as I could judge, those places 
which might be considered as offering a fair criterion were free from 
snow up to 15,000 or even 16,000 feet. 

Towards the end of August I crossed the Barjikhg pass, between 
&lam and JuhBr, the elevation of which is about 15,300 feet.* There 
waa here no vestige of snow on the ascent to the pass from the south- 

* This pass ie so far within the belt of perpetual snow that it cannot be held ta 

afford any just argument8 as to the position of the snow line on the extreme southern 

edge of the belt. 
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(yt, and only a very mall patch remained on the north-western face. 
The Fiew of the continuation of the ridge in a southerly direction was 
cut off by a prominent point, but no snow lay on that aide within 500 
kt of the paw ; while to the north I estimated that there was no snow 
io ameiderable quanti9 within 1500 feet or more, that ia nearly up to 
17,000 feet. The vegetation on the very summit of the pass wan far 
from mty, though it had already begun to break up into tufts, and 
hd loat that character of continuity which it had maintained to within 
r height of 500 or 600 feet. Species of Potentilh, Sedum, Saxifraga, 
Cory&, Aconitum, Delphinium, ThaWnun, Ranunculus, Saueeurea, 
Oentiuia, Pedecnlaris, Prim* Rheum and Polygonurn, all evidently 
hbbing in a congenial climate, showed that the limits of vegetation 
and region of perpetual snow were still far distant. 

In addition to theee facta it may not be out of place to mention, that 
there ue two mountaina visible from .Qlmora, Rigoli-g6dri in OarhaB1, 
between the Kailgenga and Nandakni, and ChipulP, in Kumeon, between 
the Gori and Dauli (of Dhna), both upwards of 13,000 feet in eleva- 
h, from the eummits of which the snow disappears long before 
the md of the smmer months, and which do not usually again become 
covered for the winter till late in December. 

The authorities cited by M. Humboldt in his Asie Centralc, give the 
following heights to the enow-line on the southern slope of the Him& 

h ~ *  
Toiaea. Engliah feet. 

...................... Webb, 1954, or 12,500 
Colebrooke, .................. 2032 - 13,000 

. E o d p n ,  .................... 2110 - 13,500 
8.- .................... 2080 -13,300 
Jquemon$ .................. 1800 - 1 1,500 

Webb, Cdebrooke, Hodg8072. Immediately before the list of heights 
just given, M. Eumbolclt quotea the following part of a letter from 
Mr. Colebrooke : "There ia a paper of mine in the Journal of the 
Boyd Institution for 1819 (Vol. 17, No. 13) on the limit of snow. I 
deduced from the material, which I had that the limit of constant 

* Ade Cdrule, T. 3, p. 295. I take no acconnt of the height -iced b j  
M. M. Hi@l .nd Vipc,  cu they do not refer to the region to which I confine my- 

&. 
2 e 
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congelation was 13,000 feet in the parallel of 310. according to Capt. 
Hodgaon's information, and 13,500 feet at Lat. 300. according to Capt. 
Webb's."* I am unable to refer to the paper here dl& to, but a 
number of the Quarterly Journal of Science (T. 6, No. 1 1, pp. 51-57), 
hae come into my hands, in which ia a paper entitled " height of the 
Himtilayo mountains," signed H. T. C., and evidently written by Mr. 
Colebroke. From this I extract the following sentences : "The limit 
of congelation is apeci6ed by him (Capt. Webb), where he ststee the 
elevation of the apot at which the Gori river emergee from the mow, 
riz. 11,543 feet. This observation it may be right to remark is conso- 
nant enough to theory which would assign 11,400 for the boundary of 
congelation in Lat. 30° 25'." Now as Mr. Colebroke waa not an 
original observer, the way in which he hlks of the limit of enow and 
then of the limit of congelotion, using them as synonomous terma, 
would, independently of any other error into which he may have fallen, 
d o r d  atrong grounds for our supposing that he had no very precise 
ideas M to the meaning of the expression, limit of snow. But all doubt 
on the subject ceases, when we learn that ' the spot at which the Gori 
river emetgee from the snow,' is neither more nor less than the extre- 
mity of an immense glacier ; and when we see, as I have done, that at an 
elevation not 150 feet less great, and within a mile of this spot said to be 
at the limit of constant cangelation, is situated biilam, one of the largest 
villages in Kumaon, where crops of wheat, barley, buckwheat, and 
mustard are regularly ripened every year ; and that no snow is to be 
found in the neighbourhood in August or September at an elevation of 
at least 16,000t feet or 4,500 feet above the spot alluded to; it is 
evident that Mr. Colebrooke either used the term limit of snow in r 
m e  very different from that now applied to it, or has been lefi db 
gether in the dark, aa to those facts on which alone an opinion of any 
value d d  be formed. 

I am without any means of discovering whether Capts. Webb or 
Hodgson ever published any distinct opinione as to the height of the snow- 
line, but it appears probable that the information to which &. W 

* m e  numbers in M. Hamboldt'r kt do not agree with thia; they bare Wbly 
bean trcrnrposed by accident. 
t I my 16,000 feet, M up to that height I am certain, but 18,000 u mow p r ~  

bably the truth. 
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b d e  alludes is simply their record of the heights of places. At all 
mnb however their evidence muet be considered of little value, as they 
neither of them knew what a glacier wes. Capt. Webb, as we have aeen, 
taikn of the Gori emerging from the wow, when we know that in reality 
it rises from a glacier. Capt. Hodgson falls into a mmilar error in his 
dcseription of the eource of the Ganges, (vide Asiatic Beuearcha, T. 14, 
pp. 114-1 17). He a a p  "the Bhagirati or Ganges isauea from under a 
wry low arch at the foot of the grand snow bed," and from the almwt 
exact coincidence of the height. it is plain that this is hie limit of mow. 
There h not however the slighteat doubt that the low arch was ,merely 
the terminal cave of a glacier, and that it wes far below the lower limit 
of perpetual mow, though when Capt. Hodgaon waa there in the apriog 
the place waa probably mowy enough. 

A. Gerard I have not the means of reference to the paesage quoted 
by M. Humboldt in support of the height given by Capt. Gerard, but 
m the "account of Koonswur," which may be presumed to'ahew Capt. 
Gerard's lateat views on these matters, he aays :-w The limit of perpe- 
trul mow is lowest on the outer Himalayq" (by which he meana the 
Biihir range), "and here the continuous wow beds exposed to the 
math an, about 15,000 feet."* I t  ie not impossible that the height 
which M. Humboldt gives refer to some line of perpetual c ~ n g ~ h t h r  
on a number of Werent varieties of which Capt. Gerard remarks, mch 
M when it always freezes, freezes more than it thawa, freezes every 
night, or f i d y  where the mean temperature is 32O Fahrenheit. These, 
however interesting in their own way, are not the mow-line. 

Jacpunnont. The height given by this traveller is fully explained 
by the note that M. Humboldt adds, au nord de Cureali et de Jum- 
mtri ou Is limite des neigea eat horizontalement trb trmcht?e."- 
J~epu: Poy. dam PInde, p. 99. Now M. Jacquemont visited Jam- 
potri in the middle of May, when no doubt he found the snow line 

hecount of Kwnamr, p. 159. It appsus to me possible that the Oslarb,  
who h e w  an little of gladera u Webb or H o d p n ,  did not fall into similar miataka 

in their atimate of the height of the mow-line on the Bissehir range, beaw tbsre 
UE w g l d c n  or none of any size on that face, owing to the small height, l t u  than 
0000 [cat, that the average line of summit riser above the mow-lime. Thia however 
b only conjecture, for though I am latiafied that glaciem do exist on the north face 
d that ruyle, I have in vain endearoared to come to any concluion u to the routh- 
b. It m q  be proper to add that I lure nevw bean tbere mywlf- 

2 e 2 
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t r b  traach&' at 11,500 feet. I have already hewn that I found the 
m e  thiq myself at Pinduri, where the mow in the autumn had d l  
disappeared up to 15,000 feet or more. If his vieit had been made in 
January he would probably have found the mow below 8000 feet, but 
this h not perpetual mow. 

These heights therefore must all be rejected ; nor can it be eonsi 
dered at all surprising that any amount of mietake ae to the height of 
the m m  line ehould be made, as 10% as travellers cannot distinguish 
mow from glacier ice, or look for the boundary of perpetual enow at 

the beginning of the spring. 
2. Northern limit of t h  belt of pupetual mow.--My own o b m -  

tiom on the anow-line in the northern part of the chain were made in 
September, 1848, on my way from M h  into Hundes, viA Vnta-dhh, 
Kyungar-gh6t and Balch-dhitra, at the beginning of the month ; and on 
the road back again vi% Ukhur-gh6t at the end of the month. 

Of the three payes that we crossed on our way from Milam, all of 
them being about 17,700 feet in elevation, the 5 s t  Unta-dhdm, md 
we saw no snow on any part of the way up to ita very top, which we 
reached at about 4 P. M, in a very diqreeable drizzle of rain and mow, 
The final ancent to the pass from the south ie about a thousand feet ; it 
M very steep at the bottom and covered with fragments of black slaty 
limestone. The path lea& up the aide of a ravine, down which a s m d  
stream trickles, the ground having a generally even and rounded surface. 
Neither on any part of this, nor on the summit of the paas itself, which 
ia tolerably level, were there any remains of snow whatever ; the ground 
being worked up into deep black mud by the feet of the cattle that had 
been lately returning to Milam. On the ridge to the right and left 
there were patches of snow a few hundred feet above; and on the 
northern face of the p w  an accumulation remained that extended .bout 
200 feet down, apparently the effect of the driR through the gap in 
which the pass lies. Below this again the ground waa everywhere quite 
free from snow. On the ascent to Unta-dhbra, at perhsps 17,000 feet, 
a few blades of grass were seen, but on the whole it may be said to have 
been utterly devoid of vegetation. On the north side of the pass, 3 or 
400 feet below the eummif a Cmciferoua plant waa the 6rst that m 
met with. 

The Kyungar pass, which is 5 or 6 miles north of Untadhb, 
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ns found equally free from snow on its southern face and sum- 
mit, which latter is particularly open and level. The mountains on 
either side were also free from snow to some height' but on the North, 
o on Unta-dhh, a large bed lap a little way down the slope, and 
atended to about 500 feet from the top. On this pass a Boragineona 
p h t  in flower was found above 17,000 feet ; a species of Urtica was also 
got about the same altitude, and we afterwarda saw it again nearly as 
bigh up on the L6khur pass. 

Prom the Kyungar-ghtit, a considerable portion of the southern face 
ofthe Balch range, distant about 10 miles, was distinctly seen apparent- 
ly qnite free from snow. In our w e n t  to the Balch pass no snow waa 
observed on auy of the southern spurs of the range, and only one or 
two very small patches could be seen from the m m i t  on the north 
aide. The average height of the top of this range can hardly be more 
than 500 feet greater than that of the paas, and aa a whole it certainly 
doea not enter the region of perpetual mow. Aa viewed from the 
p b  of Hnndea it cannot be mid to appear snowy, a few only of the 
peaks being tipped. 

We ret-ed to Milam vitl Chirchun. The whole of the ascent to the 
IAkhur pass was perfectly free from snow to the very top, i. e. 18,300 
feet, and many of the neighbouring mountains were bare still higher. 
The next ridge on this route is Jainti-dhGra, which is passed at an ele- 
vation of 18,500 feet, but still without crossing the least portion of snow. 
The line of perpetual mow is however evidently near ; for though the 
J h t i  ridge waa quite free, and some of the peaks near us were clear 
pmbably to upwardm of 19,000 feet, yet in more sheltered situations 
unbroken mow could be seen considerably below us, and on the whole 
I think that 18,500 feet must be nearly the average height of the mow- 
l, at thie place. 

M. Humboldt's list of heights for the Northern slope is as follows : 
Tokes. Engliah feet. 

Webb, ...................... 2600, or 16,600 
Moorcroft, .................. 2900 - 18,500 
A. Gerard, .................. 3200 - 20,500 
Jacquemont, ................ 3078 - 19,700 

Webb. The height given on the authority of Capt. Webb is simply 
that of the Niti pass, which Capt. Webb crossed without snow in 
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August 18 19, and Moorcroft in June* and August 18 1 1. The Niti 
pass is notoriously the easiest of all the G a r h d  and Kumaon pasees, 
and remains open long after those from Juhh, which I have described 
above, have become impracticable ; and it ie held to be a certain way of 

escape from Tibet, by the Juhikis, should a fall of snow more mlp- 
than usual stop their own passes, while they are to the north of the 
Himiya .  I t  may therefore be fairly concluded that the snow-line 
recedes considerably above the Niti pass, as it should do if my estimate 
of its height be correct. 

Moorcroft. The passage quoted in support of this height is 
follows :-"Now Mr. Moorcroft had his tent covered two inchee deep 
(with snow) when close to Manasarowar and on the surface of the ground 
it lay in greater quantities ; and if his elevation was 17,000 feet? we 
have clear 'evidence that the climate of the table-land, notwithstanding 
the increased heat from the reverberation of a bright sun, is e q d y  ag 
cold as in the regions of eternal snow in the Himalayan chain, althongh 
the country of the former exhibits no perpetual snow except at heighta 
of 18,000 and 19,000 feet." (Tour8 in tAe Himalaya, T. 1. p. 319). 
The words are those of Dr. Gemrd, who on his own authoritg thns 
gives 18,000 or 19,000 feet 8s the elevation of the snow-line in the part 
of Tibet near the Sutlej ; and this, as far as it goes, corroborates the 
conclusion to which I have come. 

A. Gerard. In  the absence of the books to which M. Humboldt 
refers, I conclude that the height here given is that to which Capt. Gerard 
supposed the snow receded on the ridge abol-e Nako. But this is to 
the North of the Sutlej, and therefore is not in the region to which I 
have confined myself. In the ' I  Account of Kunawar" however the fd- 
lowing remark that is applicable, is to be found :-"In ascending the 
Keoobrung pass, 18,3 13 feet high in July, no snow was found on the 
road," (p. 159). This pass is situated on the water-shed of the Him& 
laya about 20 miles east of the great bend in the Sutlej, and about 8 
miles to the south of that river ; it is on the northern limit of the belt 

* Not January, an is erroneously printed in the ' Asie Centrale' Vide, A h t i c  

Rerrearohea, Vol. 12, pp. 417-494.  
t The elevation of Mbnalrwwar, M M. Humboldt correctly conjectured, u about 

15,200 feet only. 
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of perpetual mow, the ground between it and the Sutlej not being of 
~fficient height to be permanently covered with snow. 

Jmqumro~t. The Keoobrnng pass of Capt. Gerard, under a name 
~3ghtly changed, is the same as that from which M. Jacquemont made 
his obseriations, " Sur le col de Kioubrong (entre les rivieres de Buspa 
et de Shipke ou de Lang zing khampa) B 558 1 metres (18,313 feet) de 
brnbur selon le capitaine Gerard, je me trouvai encore de beaucoup au- 
deswus de la limite der neiges perpdtuelles dans cette partie de 1'Hima- 
Lyr (lat. 31" 35*, long. 76O 38')." " Je crois pouvoir porter la hauteur 
dea neigea permanentes dans cette region de YHimalaya B 6000 metree 
(19,700 feet,") (duie Centrale, T. 3. p. 304). I will admit that M. 
Jquemont's estimate of the height of the snow-line on the southern 
face of the range, is not such as to induce me to place implicit confi- 
dence in this either ; but.allowing for some little exaggeration, there can 
be no room for doubting that the snow-line muat here recede nearly to 
19,000 feet. 

Whether the readt at which I have arrived from what I snw on the 
J& pasea be too little, or this too great, or whether there may not 
be in fact a difference of elevation, are matters of comparatively mall 
importance. As I purpose to point out hereafter, the chances of error 

the determination of great altitudes by single Barometrical observa- 
tions are very considerable, more particularly when as is most generally the 
me, there M no carresponding observation within 60 or 70 milee. All 
of these heights are deduced from such observations, and errors of 150 
or men 200 feet on either side of the truth, or differences of 300 or 
400 feet, may, I am satisfied, quite easily arise in the calculations. I 
hall therefore continue to call the height of the snow-line at the North- 
em limit of the belt of perpetual snow, 18,500 feet ; not that I con- 
sider my own calculation as worthy d moke confidence than Capt. 
Gerard'e, or M. Jacquemont's, but that it is, in the present state of our 
knowledge, d c i e n t l y  exact, and certainly not exaggerated. 

As the principal object of the present enquiry is the elevation of the 
mow-line in the Himhlaya I have in the foregoing observations con- 
b e d  myself strictly to that re@;ion of these mountains that I at first 
specified ; but it is not the less important to notice the heights at which 
rre find snow etill further to the north. Capt. Gerard, after 

mentioning the Keoobrung pas,  go^ on to my, " In Augut when I 
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crossed Manerung pass, 18,6 12 feet," a paas on the range that dividea 
Piti from K h w a r ,  ss there was only about a foot of mow, which was 

new and had fallen a few days before." "In  October on the ridge 
above Nako," about 5 miles north of the grent bend in the Sutlej, we 
ascended to 19,411 feet, and the anow which was all new and no more 
than a few inches deep, was only met with in the last 400 or 500 feet ; 
thii was on the face of the mge exposed to the west, but on the oppo- 
site side no snow was seen at almost 20,000 feet."-(p. 160). During 
the whole of our expedition into Hundes in September 1848, we only 
saw very emall patchee of snow in two places, on both occasions in 
sheltered ravines; but in the part of the country through which we 
pwed  perpetual snow is not to be looked for, the higheet mountaha 
probably not exceeding 18,000 feet in height. In the true p& of 
Tibet, anow would be just as diflicult to find in the summer months, M 

in the plains of India. From my own observatione made in this journey, 
I infer that the height of the limit of snow on the southern face of 
Kailhs is not less than 19,500 feet ; and there is nothing now on recard 
that I know of, that indicates the latitude beyond which the snow-line 
again begins to descend. 

From a review of the whole of the facts that have been brought for- 
ward, it may I think be considered as fully established, that M. Hum- 
boldt, though underestimating the actual elevation of the enow-line, ~ l s  

certainly right in what he advanced as to the relative height on the two , 
opposite faces of the chain. The doubts that were raieed by Capt. Hutton 1 
on this point in his paper entitled " Correction of the erroneous doctrine 1 
that the snow lies longer and deeper on the southern than on the 
nortliern aspect of the Himalaya," were perhaps almost sufficiently 
answered by Mr. Batten at the time they were first brought forward; 
but as I have reopened the whole question I will add a few words on 
thb subjcct also.* 

* Vide M'Clelland's Journal, Nos. 14,16,19, 21. Captain Hutton's 6nt letter 
begine thw ; " Previow to my trip through Kunawar in 1838, I bad Eregumtly 
heard it contended that the snow lay longer, deeper, and farther doan on the 

~outhern exposure of the Himalaya than it was found to do on the northern wpecl 

you may therefore easily imagiue my astonishment, whm crouing the hi* 
passer through Kunawrr, Hungrung and Pitti, I found the actual phoenomeaa to be 
diametrically oppoeite to nuch a doctrine, and that the n o h  dopa inruirY 
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The doctrine that Capt. Hutton attacks aa erroneous, undoubtedly 
m m But it is a doctrine that wm never inculcated by any one.-Capt. 
Hotton having misunderstood the true enunciation of a proposition, 
nprodnees it according to hie own mistaken views, and then destroy0 
tbe pbsntom that he haa raised. The fact that Cdptain Button saw to 
be true naa this, that aa a general rule, mow, sporadic, aa well as perpe- 
tual, wi l l  be found to lie at a lower lwel on the northern, than on the 
southern aspect on any individual range in these or any other mountains. 
In drawing his conclusions from thii fact, the first error into which he 
fell rag to confound the north and aouth aspects of the indiaidual 
ndgu, with the north and eouth aspecte of the c h i n ;  and he eomewhat 
wmplicata mattera by neglecting to distinguish between mow and per- 
peiwC mow. Thew mistakes having been pointed out to him, he tried 
b correct them, but still could not get over the terms north and south 
duhity; for he enda by aseuming that they apply to the north and 
mth rspecb of the Biseehir range, which he conceives to be ' the true 
Himdlays, the central or main line of wowy peaks.' Here he falls into 
m error of logic no less flagrant than the former ; he res'tricta the term 
'Him6laya' to this range, which may or may not be central, for that haa 
n o t h i i  to do with the matter, and then aasumes that this Himhya  of 
hk own, is the Him6laya of whoee north and south declivities we speak, 
when we repeat that the snow-line k at a greater elevation on the 
northern than on the aouthern face of the chain.* 

curisd more snow than the nouthm exponure." (No. 14. p. 275.) In hb l u t  
k r  he M ye, *' I have already acknowledged the faultineu of my firrt letter, i,n lo 

lu u regarb my luring omitted to s t a b  in sufficiently dirtinct terma, that my 
nuarkr referred to the actual northern and southern upectr of the true Himhya 
or central or main range of nnowy peaks, and not to the arpecb of secondary groups 
md minor ranger." Thb ' h e  Himarya' ir the B h h i r  range of which I have 
of- rpoken. I my nothing of Cayt. Hutton's views regarding perpetual rnow, the 
airtma of which, u far u I caa andentand him, heappurr to doubt. 

Tbe word * Himikya,' which to the nativer of these m o u n ~  mmm only the 
m o q  @B, L in the language of science applied to the whole chin ,  and in my 

+ion properly. Any divbion of the chain into ' Himhya,' or mowy rangen, and 
' ab-Himhya' ranger not rnowy, mch M hu I believe been made, appeur to me 
objdonmble, not only u unwurl in the terminology of physical geography, and 
tberefom likely to lead to confusion saoh u that of whioh we have just had. r ipecimen ; 
bat u utificial and unneceanrry. I repeat arti6Cia1, for in spite of the speciour 
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The height to which the mow-line has been ahom to recede on the 
southern face of the Himblaya, though considerably greater than had 
been supposed by M. Humboldt, still does not exceed what the analogy 
of mountains in similar latitudes in the other hemisphere might have 
led us to expect. In the central part of Chili, in Lat. 33" S. we find 
that the lower limit of perpetual snow is at 14,500 or 15,000 feet, while 
in Boli* in Lat. 18" S. it reaches 16,000, and even on some of the 
peaks 19,000 feet.* There is therefore no appearance of any thing 
unmd in the general height of the snow-line, which need induce us to 
suppose the existence of any extraordinary ascending current of heated 
air, regarding which M. Humboldt enquires. The exceedingly high 
temperature, ourpassing that known at any other part of the earth's sar- 
face, which the air over the plaina of North-Weatern India acquires dw- 
ing the summer, must of course produce a sensible effect in heating the 
upper strata of the atmosphere. But as far ee I am enabled to form an 
opinion from the few facts that have come to my knowledge regarding 
the temperature of the higher regions in these mountains, I thinb: there 
ie little doubt that the same cause which producea this great tempem 
ture in the plain, that is, the direct radiation of the sun, acts imm-y 
so powerfully in heating the surface of the mountains, and thereby 
raising the temperature of the air over them, and in melting the snow, 
that the secondary effects of the heated air that rises from the plaina o i  
India must be almost imperceptible. 

From the way in which the term north declivity was introduced into 
the enunciation of the phenomenon of the greater elevation of the 
snow-lime at the northern edge of the belt of perpetual snow, an idea 
naturally arose that it was observed only on the declivity immediately 
facing the plains of Tibet, and M. Humboldt, in the quotation I before 
gave from rCosmos,' is careful to restrict it to the peaks which rise 

appearance of the distinction it will not bear uamination. The andat ion of n m  

lair. into ehinr rhould be based upon the physical chwter a d  .ffinitiea of the 

mountaim therrmelru, quite irrespective of any adventitious ckmstancb of slim 

or of vegetable and animal life. Botanical or zoological @OM will almost drays 

be fomd to follow closely the configarationr of the urth'r d a c e ,  on the accident) 
of w h i i  they chiefly depend ; but to make the cluridafioa of the h d e p d  
upon the former would be a nunifat absurdity. 

* Asie Centnle, T. 3, pp. 275, 277,329. 
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tbove the Tartarian plateau. But this, as may have been inferred from 
what I have already said on the state of the three ranges that are cross- 
ed in succession between Miam and Tibet, is quite a mistake ; the fact 
being that the greater elevation is observed on the Tibetan face in 
common with the whole of the more northern part of the chain. From 
the remarks before made on the state in which I found the Ba j -khg  
pan, it wi l l  be seen that even so near as it is to the southern limit of the 
belt of perpetual snow, a perceptible increase of elevation had already 
taken place. M. Jacquemont, as quoted by M. Humboldt, says, " Les 
ridges perpetuellea descendent plus bas sur la pente mdridionale de 
I'Hidaya, que sur les pentes septentrionales, et leur limite s'dkve 
cmtamment tt meaure. que 1' on s'dloigne vers le nord de la chaine qui 
bode PInde." ( h e  Centrale, T. 3. p. 303.) With the proviso that 
the rise here spoken of is not regular, but more rapid as we crosa the 
bst great maasea of perpetual mow, I entirely concur in M. Jacque- 
mont's way of putting the m e .  

That the radiation from tAe Plains of Tibet can have nothing to do 
with the greater height to which the snow-line recedes generally in the 
northern part of the Himdaya, is evident, for it must be all intercepted 
by the outer face of the chain ; and that its effects even on this outer 
fax are of a secondary order, seems to me sufficiently proved by the 
eonsideration, that on the Balch range, which rises immediately from 
thoae plains, what little snow is to be seen is on the Northern slope 
erposed to the radiation, while none whatever remains on the Southern 
aO,, which is quite protected from it, exactly as is the case with every 
mountain anywhere. 

It may therefore be concluded that some other influence must be in 
operation, the effects of which are generally felt over the whole of the 
more northern parta of the Him(laya, and such an influence is I 
conceive readily to be found, in the diminished quantity of snow that 
Uls on the northern, as compared to the southern part of the chain. 

The comparative dryness of the climate to the north of the first great 
zws of enowy mountains, is not now noticed for the first time ; it is 
deed notorious to the inhabitants of Simla, and travellers often go 
nto K d w a r  with the express object of avoiding the rains. Capt. 
3erard thne describes the climate of the western part of the Himklaya : 
' In the interior (i. e. of KunBwar) at 9000 and 10,000 feet snow is 

2 R 2 
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scarcely ever above a foot in depth, and at 12,000 it ia very rarely two 
feet, although nearer the outer range four or five feet rue usual at heighte 
of 7000 or 8000 feet. In these last places there is rain in July, Angnst 
and September, but it is not near so heavy in the lower hills. When 
Hindustan is dduged for three months, the upper par& of Kdwar 
are refreshed by partial showers ; and with the exception of the valley 
of the Buspa, the periodical rein8 do not extend further to the eastward 
than Long. 77O."* (Account of Xundwar, p. 61). He again sap 
relative to the most northern parts of Kun4war and the n e i g h b e  
portion of Tibet, " With the exception of March and April, in which 
months there are a few showers, the uniform reporta of the inhabitad 
represent the rest of the year to be almost perpetual sunshine, the few 
clouds hang about the highest mountains and a heavy fall of snow or 
rain is almost unknown," (Ihid, p. 95.). 

The testimony of Capt. J. Cunningham, who paseed a winter in 
the most northern part of Kuniwar, as to the small quantity of mow 
that falls, is particularly valuable. He says, In this country a south- 
erly wind and the sun together keep slope8 with a southern 
and 12 and 13,000 feet high, quite clear of wow, (except when it M 

actually wowing,) and this too towards the end of January and be+ 
ning of February, or I may say at all timea." Blso "here I am ( A N  
6th, 1842) about 9000 or 9500 feet high, wind generally southerly, 
no snow whatever on southern slopes within 15 or 16,000 feet, apri- 
cot trees budding, but on northern slopes and in hollowa abundance of 
snow."? (M'Clellan~a Calcutta Journal of Nut. History, No. 14, pp. 
281, 282). 

Tbat the fall of mow at  7000 feet is ever 5 feet in m y  part of them hilb 
may I think be doubted. The Buspa u the river that rum immediately at tbe foot 
of the north declivity of the Bbwhir range; and I nuppow that Capt. G a d  
meane, that the rains do not extend up the Sutlej beyond the pointwhere th B q a  
falls into it. 

t These paragraphs are taken from extracts of letten of %t. C-. 
given by Capt. Hutton in support of his arguments aa to mow lying loweron Nod 
than on S o u ~ h  expoaura, which accounts for the l u t  wntence. But whatever tbs 
quantity of snow may hare been on the north slopen, compare the heighta brre 
givea an being clew of anow early in April, vin. 15,000 lent, with wh.t I hn, above 
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Prom my own experience I can also speak of the remarkable change 
of climate that is met with in the month of August, in paeaing from the 
muth to the north of the line of great peaks, by the vallies of the Gori 
md aglrrm rivers. A straight line joining the peaks No. 14, (Nan& 
devi), and No. 18, (the northern of the Phch-ch6li cluster,) cuts the 
Gori a little below Tola and the Rdlam river about five miles hrther to 
the east near the village of Rblam. The road up the Gori being at 
that Besson impracticable, I went up the Rdam river to W m  and 
thence crossed over to the Gori by the Barji-khng pass, which is on 
the ridge that separates the two rivers and that terminates in the peak 
No. 16 (Haw&-ung). From the limit of forest to the village of Rdlam, 
the elevation of which is about 12,000 feet, the vegetation, chiefly 
herbaceous, waa of the most luxuriant growth and boundless variety, 
and the mil was saturated with moisture. On crossing the Barji-khg 
p and descending to the Gori, we were immediately struck with the 
remarkable change in the character of the vegetation, which had already 
loat all ita rankness. But a mile or two above the village of Tola the 
alteration was complete ; the flora had shrunk within the most scanty 
limits, the bushes hardly ever deserving the name of shrub, the few herbs 
that were there were stanted and parched, the mil dry, and the roade 
quite dusty. At Melam the still closer approximation of the climate 
to that of Tibet, is clearly hewn by the occurrence of several plants 
undoubtedly Tibetan, that are not found farther to the South. Such 
ue C a m p a  versicolor, the ' Darna' of the Bhotias, which covers the 
plains of Tibet; a Clematis, dwarf HippophaE, Lonicera, and two or 
three PotentiUae ; and no doubt several others might be named. 

Now although it is to the winter and not to the summer rains,* that 
the precipitation of enow on these mountains is to be ascribed, yet the 
circumstances under which the vapour is condensed appeared to be the 
same at both seasons. Southerly winds blow throughout the year over 
the Himaaye, in the winter with peculiar violence ;t and whatever be 

* Although it doea not appear to be w well known, the winter rainr of North 
Wutern India ue rs rtrictly periodical M those of the rummer. 
t The Southerly win& that prevail at considerable height8 in the HimLlaya, and 

in the co~ntriea to the north, are diurnal phienomena, evidently dependent on the 
apparent motion of the run ; and in their time of beginning of maximum and of 
e d i ,  g~eatly resemble the hot winds of the plaiar of India, which Lave a similar 
origin. 
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the more remote cause of the periodical recnrrence of the rains, there 
can I think be little doubt, that the proximate cause of the condea9r- 
tion of by far the greater portion of the mow or rain that fi on the 
snowy mountains, is that the current from the south is more damp or 
hot than the air in contact with the mountains againat which it blows; 
a relation which holds good in the winter ae well as in the summer. 

Thus the air that cornea up from the south, no sooner reach- the 
southern boundary of the belt of perpetual mow, where the mountains 
suddenly rise from an average of perhaps 8,000 or 10,000 feet to nearly 
19,000 6r 20,000, than it is deprived of a very l8rge proportion of ib 
moisture, which is converted into cloud, rain or mow, according to cir- 
cumstances. And the current, in its progress to the north, will be 
incapable of carrying with it more moisture, than is allowed by the very 
low temperature to which the air is of necessity reduced in surmomtiq 
the snowy barrier, 19,000 or 20,000 feet in altitude, that it has to pass. 
Nor can any further condensation be expected at all comparable in 
amount to what hes already tnken place, as it would manifestly demand 
a much more than corresponding dcpreseion of temperature ; and this 
is not at all likely to occur, for the most elevated peaks being itaated 

near the southern limit of perpetual snow, the current on passing them 
will more probably meet with hotter than with colder air. 

I t  is, I conceive, to precisely similar causes, that we should attribute 
the great amount of rain that is known to fall at Mahabaleahwar, on the 
Western ghats, at Chira-punji, in Sylhet, and generally, though the quan- 
tity is far less, along the most southern range of the Himtilaya itself; 
and it is curious to observe that the comparative dryness of the less 
elevated county to leeward also holds good in these cases. In the 
Deccan, the county immediately to the east of the western ghats, Col. 
Sykes tells us, that "the rains are light, uncertain, and in all years 
barely sufficient for the wants of the husbandman." On the same 
authority we find, that whiile the mean fall of rain for 3 years at Poom 
was about 27 inches,* that at Mahabaleahwar for 1834 was no lese than 
302 inches.+ Although I have not the exact figurea to refer to, I know 
that the rain at Nainee Tal on the external range of the Himdaya, is 
about double what falls at hlmora, not 30 miles to the north. 

'i British Association's 7th Report, P. 236. 
t Zbid, 9th Report, p. 15, (Sections.) The exact unount u 302.21 hcbcr 
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It wi l l  therefore be seen that a~ I hold the direct action of the sun 
to be the primary came of the great general height to which the snow 
line recede eo I comider that the increase of the height in the northern 
pat  of the chain chiefly depends, not on any additional destructive 
retion, but on the smaller resistance offered by a diminished quantity of 
mow, to destructive forces, which are not indeed constant throughout 
the whole breadth of the chain, but whose increase appears to have no 
dependence on increase of diatance from the southern limit of the belt 
of perpetual mow. Among the more evident causes of the irregularities 
kr the melting of the mow, may be mentioned, the powerfdaction of 
the heavy summer rain on the southern face, as compared with what 
falb as little more than a drizzle on the northern ; the protection 
ltrorded from the radiation of the sun by the heavy clouds so frequent 
on the aouth, contrasted with the relative slight resistance of the less 
dense, but not uncommon clouds on the north ; the differences in the 
temperature of the air that acts on the lower edge of the snow produced 
by the difference of height of the snow-line on the opposite faces of the 
e h ;  and lastly, the differences of the temperature of the air and of 
the amount of radiation and reflexion dependent on the differences in 
the at& of the surfm of the earth, which on the south ia densely 
clothed with vegetation, while on the north it is alrnoet bare. 

Before concluding I will observe, that the height at which it ia cer- 
taia that mow will fall every year, in this region of the Himdayg ie 
about 6500 feet ; and at an elevation of 5000 feet it will not fail more 
than one year out of ten. The least height to which sporadic falls of 
~ l o n  are known to extend, ia about 2500 feet; and of such falls there 
are only two authentic instances on record since the British took poesee- 
&n of Kumaon, viz. in 181 7 and 1847. Thus we see that the replar 
m u 1  fluctuation of the wow line, is from 9000 to 10,500 feet, end it 
 ona ally reaches even 13,000 feet. M. Humboldt informe us that 
under the equator at Quito the fluctuation ia 600 Ts. (3,800 feet) ; that 
J Mexico it renches 1350 Tab (8,600 feet) ; and the greatest fluctuation 
h t  he mentions ia that in the aouth of Spain, which amounta to 1700 
Ta (10,900 k t ) .*  

A brief recapitulation of the principal resulta of this enquiry will 
&ow us, that the snow.line, or the southern edge of the belt of perpetual 

* Asie Centrde, T. 3. p. 279. 
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snow in thii portion of the Himdtaya, is at an elevation of 15,500 feet, 
while on the northern edge it reaches 18,500 f€.; and that on the 
mountains to the north of the Sutlej, or etill further, recedes even beyond 
19,000 feet. The greater elevation which the mow-line attains oa the 
northern edge of the belt of perpetual mow, ia a phenomenon not 
confined to the Tibetan declivity alone, but extending far into the ink- 
rior of the ch in  ; and it appears to be chiefly cawed by the quantity 
of snow that falls on the northern portion of the mountain% being 
much less than that which falls further to the south, along the lice 
where the peak8 covered with perpetual anow first rise above the b 
elevated ranges of the Him6laya 

Note8 on the Languages spoken by the v a r i m  trihes inhahitiny the 
valley of Asam and its mountain confines. By WILLIAM ROB~NSON, 
I q e c t o r  of Government Schools in dsam. 

(Concluded from page 237.) 

PART 11. 

Our mbsequent remarks, according to previoua dirision, d l  hne 
reference to the second great class or group of Langaa%ee. These 
epoken on the southern confines of the valley, and appear, more s- 
mately than any of those already examined, to be cormected with the 
great Chinese Stock. 

A striking peculiarity in them all is, the abaence of idectiom, which 
to the classic reader appear almost eseential to the existence of hu- 
speech. That thia deficiency is opposed to the formation of long and 
sonorous words, is certain, for it is chiefly to the numerous and varied 
inflections employed by the Greeks, for instance, we are to attribute 
their ability to produce that full and majeatic volume of sound which 
so peculiarly diitinguishes their language. But among rude and semi- 

barbarow tribes remarkable for their comparative taciturnity and pre 
ference of plain sense over the flowers of oratory, meh deficiencies it 
may be supposed are unimportant ; especially when we consider tb.( 
among the languages of the Western nations our own comes nearest to 
the Chineee stock in this respect; the utmoat number of varistimr 
which an English verb undergoes never exceeding seven. 




